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Abstract
Abstract
Graphene is a material with extraordinary properties. Its mechanical and electrical properties are
unparalleled but the difficulties in its production are hindering its breakthrough in on applications.
Graphene is a two-dimensional material made entirely of carbon atoms and it is only a single atom
thick. In this work, properties of graphene and graphene based materials are described, together with
their common preparation techniques and related challenges. This Thesis concentrates on the topdown techniques, in which natural graphite is used as a precursor for the graphene production.
Graphite consists of graphene sheets, which are stacked together tightly. In the top-down techniques
various physical or chemical routes are used to overcome the forces keeping the graphene sheets
together, and many of them are described in the Thesis. The most common chemical method is the
oxidisation of graphite with strong oxidants, which creates a water-soluble graphene oxide. The
properties of graphene oxide differ significantly from pristine graphene and, therefore, graphene oxide
is often reduced to form materials collectively known as reduced graphene oxide.
In the experimental part, the main focus is on the chemical and electrochemical reduction of graphene
oxide. A novel chemical route using vanadium is introduced and compared to other common chemical
graphene oxide reduction methods. A strong emphasis is placed on electrochemical reduction of
graphene oxide in various solvents. Raman and infrared spectroscopy are both used in in situ
spectroelectrochemistry to closely monitor the spectral changes during the reduction process. These in
situ techniques allow the precise control over the reduction process and even small changes in the
material can be detected.
Graphene and few layer graphene were also prepared using a physical force to separate these materials
from graphite. Special adsorbate molecules in aqueous solutions, together with sonic treatment,
produce stable dispersions of graphene and few layer graphene sheets in water. This mechanical
exfoliation method damages the graphene sheets considerable less than the chemical methods,
although it suffers from a lower yield.

Keywords: Graphene, graphene oxide, reduced graphene oxide, mechanical exfoliation, electrochemistry,
spectroelectrochemistry
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Tiivistelmä
Tiivistelmä
Grafeeni on materiaali, jonka mekaaniset ja sähköiset ominaisuudet ovat vertaansa vailla. Toisaalta
grafeenin valmistaminen on erittäin haasteellista, eikä grafeenia tai grafeenipohjaisia tuotteita ole
yleisesti markkinoilla. Grafeeni koostuu puhtaasti hiiliatomeista, jotka muodostavat tasomaisen, yhden
atomin paksuisen kuusirengas-verkon. Tämä väitöskirja pyrkii esittelemään grafeenin

ja

grafeeninkaltaisten materiaalien perusominaisuudet sekä niiden valmistusmenetelmiä. Lähtökohtana
väitöskirjassa on ylhäältä-alas –menetelmät, joissa grafiitista pyritään irrottamaan yksittäisiä
grafeenilevyjä erilaisilla tekniikoilla. Grafiitti on luonnollinen grafeenilähde, sillä grafiitti koostuu
puhtaasti päällekkäin pinoutuneista grafeeneista. Ylhäältä-alas –menetelmissä grafeenilevyjen välistä
sitoutumista pyritään heikentämään kemiallisin tai fysikaalisin menetelmin ja lopulta saamaan
yksittäiset grafeenilevyt irti toisistaan. Väitöskirjassa tutustutaan muutamiin erilaisiin menetelmiin,
joista suosituin on grafiitin hapettaminen grafeenioksidiksi. Voimakkaat hapettimet saavat rikottua
grafeenin aromaattisen rakenteen liittäen erilaisia happiryhmiä grafeeniin. Näiden ryhmien ansiosta
grafeenioksidi on vesiliukoinen, mutta myös sen muut ominaisuudet poikkeavat merkittävästi
grafeenin ominaisuuksista. Tämän takia grafeenioksidi pyritään usein pelkistämään takaisin
grafeeniksi, tai pikemminkin pelkistetyksi grafeenioksidiksi.
Kokeellisessa osiossa nimenomaan grafeenioksidin pelkistäminen kemiallisesti ja sähkökemiallisesti
ovat pääosassa. Työssä havaittiin muun muassa että vanadiinia voidaan hyödyntää grafeenioksidin
pelkistämisessä ja sitä verrattiin muihin tunnettuihin pelkistimiin. Kemiallisten pelkistimien lisäksi
työssä

panostettiin

sähkökemialliseen

grafeenioksidin

pelkistykseen.

Sähkökemiallisesti

grafeenioksidi voidaan pelkistää kontrolloidusti ja pelkistys voidaan suorittaa niin vesiliuoksissa kuin
orgaanisissa liuottimissa. In situ spektrosähkökemialliset mittaukset mahdollistivat erittäin tarkkojen
spektroskooppisten muutosten seurantaan graeenioksidia pelkistettäessä. Työssä hyödynnettiin sekä
Raman- että infrapunaspektroskopiaa yhdistettynä sähkökemiallisiin mittauksiin.
Lisäksi grafeenia ja muutaman kerroksen paksuisia grafeenilevyjä erotettiin grafiitista käyttäen vain
mekaanisia menetelmiä. Mekaanisten menetelmien etuna kemiallisiin menetelmiin nähden on niiden
pienempi aiheuttamien rakenteellisten muutosten merkittävästi alempi määrä. Työssä grafeenia
irrotettiin grafiitista käyttäen apuna voimakasta ultraääntä ja pieniä pintamolekyylejä, jotka
mahdollistavat grafiitista irronneiden grafeenilevyjen vesiliukoisuuden.

Avainsanat:

Grafeeni,

grafeenioksidi,

pelkistetty grafeenioksidi,

spektrosähkökemia
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mekaaninen erottelu,

sähkökemia,

1. Introduction
1. Introduction
1.1. About Graphene
Graphene, that futuristic material that could bring computer processors into the next level, enable the
operation of space elevators and solar powered, transparent, lightweight, foldable displays and
computers. While graphene could be used to fulfil these more or less science fiction dreams, it has not
done it yet. The lack these applications made from this wonder material is because of the difficulties
in preparing high quality graphene in large scale. The handling of this almost completely transparent
nano-scale material has proven to be quite tricky, too. Due to the lack of a single superior graphene
manufacturing and handling method, various novel methods and techniques or modifications of the
existing ones are constantly introduced into the research on graphene. So far, graphene, and several of
its modifications, have been used in several composite materials and in sensor applications. Also
many proof-of-concept devices have been presented, including transistors, displays and solar cells.
Graphene is, by definition, “a single-atom-thick sheet of hexagonally arranged, sp2-bonded carbon
atoms that is not an integral part of a carbon material, but is freely suspended or adhered on a foreign
substrate”.[1] The really liberal use of the term graphene in literature had led the editors of the journal
Carbon to post this suggested definition as well as definitions for other terms used in graphene
research to clarify the nomenclature. Based on that, thicker graphene type nanoparticles should be
called few-layer (2-5 layers) or multi-layer graphene (up to 10 layers). In addition, the lateral size of
graphene sheets should be described, e.g., as nanosheets or microsheets. Other graphene sub species
include narrow long graphene (nano)ribbons and graphene quantum dots (formerly known as
polyaromatic hydrocarbons or PAH-compounds). Graphene as a research field is a rapidly evolving
and expanding activity, producing numerous new research articles every day. Some significant leaps
have been made even during the five years of the work on this Thesis, as new techniques have been
developed and many applications and some commercial prototypes created.
What is graphene really, then? For a chemist, graphene is an insoluble large aromatic hydrocarbon
molecule with undefined lateral size. This structure can be exposed to certain types of chemical
reactions to modify its structure but otherwise graphene is chemically boring. From the point of view
of materials science or materials chemistry and, especially, materials physics, graphene is a wonderful
material and its properties are highly dependent on, e.g., environment conditions, the number of
stacked graphene layers, the lateral size of the sheets, and their crystallinity. Therefore, the above
mentioned nomenclature is important.
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Graphene consists of fused benzene rings and can vary in size from just a single or few rings up to an
infinite sheet. Single sheets graphene can be produced with lateral dimensions from centimetre scale
to meter scale [2], which can already be considered infinite for most purposes. This represents a very
fast pace of development, remembering that the first graphene sheet was isolated just ten years ago
(2004). On the other hand, graphene was a theoretical material for a long time before its actual
physical discovery, and it was used to explain and calculate the structure and properties of graphite,
graphite intercalation compounds, carbon nanotubes and fullerenes. Andre Geim and Konstantin
Novoselov used a “tape method” to produce the first monolayer graphene in 2004.[3] The tape method
is basically a mechanical peeling of graphite into thinner and thinner sheets using an adhesive tape.
This procedure is repeated until a single layer of graphite, graphene, was left on the tape. Needless to
say, this method has its limitations, especially in quantity of material obtained, but it is still probably
the best method to produce the highest quality graphene.
The structure of graphene is very strong in the plane of the sheet, caused by the alteration of strong
chemical single and double bonds between the carbon atoms. In fact, graphene was the strongest
material known until the recent theoretical predictions of the even stronger carbyne structure[4], and
graphene still is the strongest existing material. Graphene is a two dimensional sheet which has a 2D
Young’s modulus of 342 Nm-1, corresponding to a traditional 3D Young’s modulus of 1.0 TPa if the
interlayer distance of graphene sheets in graphite is used for the thickness of a single graphene
sheet.[5] In the same study, the breaking strength of graphene was measured to be 42 Nm-1. These
measured values that were obtained with an atomic force microscope –based nanoindentation
technique are identical to the theoretically predicted values of the Young’s modulus. On the other
hand, carbyne is a theoretical one dimensional carbon chain with alternating single and triple bonds
with a predicted Young’s modulus of 32.7 TPa.[4] The strength of graphene is similar to carbon
nanotubes, which can be viewed as rolled graphene, but slightly higher due to extra stress in
nanotubes caused by tight rolling. While graphene is mechanically very strong it is also lightweight
and flexible. Graphene can be rolled without any damage to the structure although the applied stress
causes observable changes in its electrical properties.[6] The strong and flexible material is ideal for
many applications on its own, if large enough sheets are available, but usually graphene sheets are just
a few micrometres wide. Nevertheless, these graphene microsheets have been used to enhance
mechanical strength of many polymeric films.[7] Polymer-graphene composites are not comparable
by their properties to pure graphene but are superior to pure polymers. To achieve this kind of
improvement, the right polymer to graphene ratio as well as suitable chemical bonding between the
materials is required. Therefore, graphene is often chemically modified before mixing with polymers
in order to enhance the interactions. For example, graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide
11
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(RGO), which are discussed in details later, are more common materials in composites than graphene
itself. The mechanical strength of graphene is not its only remarkable property. Graphene’s tight
carbon network does not allow any gases to pass through it. Even hydrogen molecules cannot
penetrate a graphene film. Therefore graphene and its modifications have been used, e.g., in rubber
composites to prevent permeation of gases.

Figure 1. Structure of graphite showing the AB-stacked graphene sheets.

As mentioned earlier, a natural source for graphene is graphite. In fact, graphite is just a pile of
graphene sheets. Usually graphene sheets are stacked neatly in an AB-stacking, where every other
layer is positioned identically to each other (Fig. 1).[8] In graphite there are no chemical bonds
between the individual graphene sheets. Due to the aromatic structure of graphene there is a π-electron
network throughout the graphene sheet that interacts with the π-electrons of graphene sheets above
and below. These π-π–interactions are quite weak but due to large surface area of the sheets the
combined forces keep the individual sheets stacked to each other tightly, making their exfoliation
difficult. On the other hand, because of the lack of strong chemical bonds between the sheets, they can
quite easily slide with respect to each other. In fact, this property has been used in some graphite
based lubricants.
In addition to its mechanical properties, the electrical properties of graphene are excellent. In
conductive polymers an alternating single and double bond structure, called conjugated structure,
enables the electrical charge to travel along the polymer chain. In the case of the graphene, the whole
two dimensional material is constructed from alternating single and double bonds between carbon
atoms. This creates a “frictionless” surface where electrons move freely, not just along one chain, but
12
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through the whole graphene sheet. In fact, the mobility of charge carriers in graphene is extremely
good, 15000 cm2V-1s-1, making electrons behave like massless Dirac fermions [9]. Despite this,
graphene is a zero band gap semiconductor rather than a conductor. This means that at charge
neutrality point, e.g. at undoped stage, graphene has zero conductivity. Any kind of a doping, either
positive or negative, chemical or electrical, makes graphene conducting. At room temperature some
conductivity is always observed due to thermal excitation of electron over the zero band gap.
Therefore, graphene transistor can never be turned off. By manipulating the shape and size of
graphene, or the number of graphene layers, a band gap can be created and the material used as a
semiconductor, e.g., in transistors. Because there is no minimum gate voltage required to cause
electrical current to flow through, graphene is easily affected by external factors. Due to graphene’s
sensibility to environment it can be used as a sensor material. When graphene is in contact with
surface or charged molecules the electrical conductivity is affected. With transistors, an external gate
voltage is applied to increase the current but in sensors the analyte molecules cause the change in
conductivity.
While the lateral dimensions of graphene can be from few nanometres to infinity, the thickness of the
graphene sheet is just the thickness of one carbon atom. Because doped graphene can have excellent
conductivity, many optical electronic devices would only require very thin graphene films or even just
one layer of graphene to achieve the desired properties. These types of thin films would be almost
transparent as 97.7 % of the light in the visible range will travel through a single sheet of
graphene.[10]
As graphene is slowly making its way out of laboratories into the commercial products it is important
to consider its safety to humans and the environment. The safety or toxicity of graphene, and other
graphene based materials, is a complicated matter without an easy and comprehensive answer. The
main problems are the huge variety of graphene based materials and the lack of systematic studies on
these materials. Because graphene is a single layer carbon sheet, it does not have definite lateral
dimension and it may, in nature, restack into thicker structures. Dimension of the graphene is one of
the most important parameter when regarding its toxicity. For example, smaller graphene sheets, in
the cellular scale, might be phagocytised while larger graphene sheets cannot be dealt with by normal
cell functions. To complicate thing even further, pure graphene has different physical, chemical and
toxicological properties than modified graphene, including graphene oxide or reduced graphene oxide.
While graphene itself is highly hydrophobic with a completely aromatic structure, graphene oxide has
hardly any aromatic domains left in its structure and bears multiple oxygen containing functional
groups, which make it hydrophilic. Reduced graphene oxide lies somewhere in between with fewer
13
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functional groups and greater aromatic domains than graphene oxide. In addition, an ever increasing
number other chemical modifications, covalent and non-covalent, have been made to graphene
materials in order to improve their properties. All these different modifications could affect the
biological behaviour of the material. Much more information is needed about the possible toxicity of
graphene based materials but something is already known and is summarised in a few recent
reviews.[11-14] Based on this information, studies have so far indicated many possible mechanisms
by which graphene based materials may harm biological subjects but many of these studies have
focused on quite specific issues or used poorly controlled nanomaterial samples. The effect of
graphene based materials on biological subjects is generally based on either the materials own
chemical toxicity, a disrupted biological function or a direct physical damage to cells and tissues.
Trace elements, such as manganese, or unintentional functional groups like amines, in the materials
used increase their toxicity.
There are few different ways that humans can be exposed to graphene and its derivatives. Maybe the
most probable and perhaps the most dangerous way, too, is through inhalation. Graphene is a very
light material and when isolated as a single sheet or as a few layer graphene, it easily becomes
airborne. Theoretical calculations have shown that graphene or few layer graphene with various sizes
can reach at least the distal lung region.[12,15] The smaller sheets (~0.5 µm), especially, have no
trouble of entering the distal lung but also bigger sheets (~25 µm) do it surprisingly well.[12] It still
remains unclear how efficiently graphene sheets can find their way into the pleural space, but once
there, experiments on mice have shown that few layer graphene can cause severe problems.[15] In
another study, few layer graphene (or graphene aggregates) and polymer coated graphene were tested
in mice by placing the particles in the lungs.[16] There they showed no direct toxicity but especially
the graphene aggregates caused some fibrosis. GO, on the other hand, was shown in the same study, to
be more acutely toxic than the other two tested materials. It seems that few layer graphene causes
inflammation in lungs. This inflammation is at least partially caused by frustrated phagocytosis which
is triggered by too massive sheets for phagocytes to handle. Another observed anomaly was the
elevated level of reactive oxygen species. Unlike large graphene particles (< 15µm), small sheets up to
5 µm in diameter could be fully phagocytised[15], and small GO particles are fully phagocytised,
too.[17] In all cases, the toxicity of graphene based materials is highly dependent on their physical and
chemical nature. Hydrophilic graphene reacts more easily with cell walls than GO and do not easily
enter the cells[17] but in blood circulation graphene, as a hydrophobic material, tends stay in the walls
of veins while GO reacts aggressively with blood and forms aggregates which could lead to blood
cloths.
14
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Another possible human exposure routes, such as through the skin or through the digestive system,
have not really received much attention. Finally, several graphene based sensor applications have been
proposed, some of which could be positioned inside the human body. This opens up the possibility for
“intentional exposure” for graphene. Regardless of the exposure route graphene based materials and
applications should not be handled carelessly until further information about their safety is obtained.
1.2. Preparation of Graphene: the Bottom-Up and Top-Down Approaches
There are plenty of methods to produce graphene and graphene-like materials and new ways are
continuously invented. The preparation methods can be divided in two categories: top-down and
bottom-up –methods. Top-down methods intend to use natural or synthetic graphite and in various
ways to peel off single graphene sheets from graphite. Bottom-up methods, on the other hand, usually
make use small carbon containing molecules or some other carbon source and build up graphene
structures by joining carbon atoms together to grow up graphene.
In the bottom-up category chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is the most used technique, since it can
produce large area graphene sheets, with lateral dimensions up to several centimetres and with
controlled number of graphene layers. CVD allows an easy control of layer thickness and coverage of
large area and produces high quality graphene sheets. Two drawbacks of CVD are the requirement of
a substrate with a matching surface crystallinity, which will enable graphene to build up properly, and
the polycrystallinity of the produced graphene films. The polycrystalline structure is created when
multiple small graphene islands are growing simultaneously on the substrate until they eventually
merge together. As with most of polycrystalline materials, there are some defects at the crystal
boundaries. These defects slightly hamper both the mechanical and electrical properties of graphene.
Although the CVD-produced graphene films contain some defects they are very thin, have large
lateral size, and are also relatively cheap to produce (in the world of graphene). For these reasons, the
CVD graphene will most likely be the choice of electronics industry. For example, a sort of roll-to-roll
CVD technique has been shown to produce graphene films with 30 inch (~76 cm) in diagonal length
in 2010 [2] and 100 meter long rolls of CVD graphene in 2013 [18].
Another, but less a common bottom-up –method, is the polymerization of large aromatic
hydrocarbons to larger graphene networks.[19] The dominant product of this method is, however,
carbon nanoribbons and not graphene sheets. The most significant limitation of this technique is the
decrease in solubility of products as the molecular size increases.
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In this Thesis, the focus is on top-down methods, especially on the mechanical exfoliation of graphene
and reduction of graphene oxide. In next chapters various methods for separating graphene sheets
from graphite using mechanical and chemical methods are introduced.
1.3. Mechanical Methods for the Exfoliation of Natural Graphite
Mechanical methods for the preparation of graphene are based on applied mechanical forces that
separate graphene sheets in graphite from each other. Additionally, these methods do not cause any
chemical modification to graphene. Mechanical methods are especially desired when the highest
possible quality is needed, e.g., in the investigation of the fundamental properties of graphene. The
first method reported to produce graphene was a mechanical method called the tape method or Scotch
tape method. The tape method yields low amounts of graphene sheets of high quality.[3] In its
simplicity, the tape method works by placing graphite between two strips of tape and peeling graphite
into thinner and thinner layers with the tape. After transferring the so-formed few and single layer
sheets to a substrate, the latter sheets must be manually searched on the substrate. This method is
highly inefficient but the formed graphene sheets are nearly flawless.
Removing graphene sheets from graphite requires quite strong forces. Paton et al. demonstrated that
shear rates of 10 4 s-1 or higher are required to separate the sheets.[20] This rate is normally achieved
with powerful mixers or ultrasonicators. As already mentioned, graphite consists mostly of AB
stacked graphene sheets with a 3.34 Å spacing between the sheets although some ABC stacking
pattern might also occur. In this structure, there are small “vacancies”, or intercalation sites, where
small molecules, or more often ions like lithium, can be placed. Intercalated graphite has larger
interlayer distance than pure graphite and, therefore, the force required to separate graphene sheets is
lower. These kinds of materials are called graphite intercalation compounds. Graphite intercalation
compounds could be used to produce graphene although not many studies have been published.[21]
Another type of intercalated graphite material is expandable graphite (EG). This material, which is
also commercially available, is loaded with nitric or sulphuric acid. Like the metal ions also the
intercalated acids push the graphene sheets a bit further away from each other making their exfoliation
slightly easier compared to exfoliation in natural graphite. EG can be used as a starting material in
various graphene production methods, including graphene oxide synthesis or in mechanical
exfoliation. Expandable graphite can be thermally treated to produce expanded graphite with the
volume that may be hundered times larger than the original. During rapid heating, the intercalated
acids instantly vaporise and cause the material to undergo enormous expansion. While this method
creates plenty of graphenes and few–layer graphene sheets, together with larger graphite pieces, it also
damages the graphene sheets. First of all, the oxidising intercalated acids produce chemical changes,
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i.e., oxidation, of the graphene sheets and, secondly, the rapid thermal treatment causes physical
damage to the sheets.

Figure 2. Exfoliation of graphene using adsorbates and mechanical force.

Liquid exfoliation techniques intent to get graphene exfoliated directly into solvents or solutions.
Graphene is a hydrophobic material and, therefore, not soluble in water or any polar solvents in any
significant concentrations. Furthermore, the graphene sheets are tightly attached to each other making
them directly insoluble in any solvent. It was, however, discovered that small amounts of graphene
could be dispersed in some organic solvents by using ultrasound.[22] Usually the amount of dispersed
graphene sheets is less than 0.01 mg/ml and the exfoliated material consists of mainly mono and few
layer graphene sheets with diameters usually less than a micrometre. In direct exfoliation of graphene
in organic solvents it was noticed that the properties of solvent are crucial for graphene exfoliation.
Initially, Coleman et al. tried to match the surface free energies of the solvents and graphene.[22] This
work suggested that successful solvents should have surface tension between 40 and 50 mJm-2. These
values correspond, for example, to 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone, γ-butyrolactone and benzyl benzoate,
which they found to be good solvents for graphene. Later, after analysing the solubility of graphene in
forty different solvents, Coleman et al. noticed that the use of the Hansen solubility parameters led to
a better match to their experimental results.[23] Hansen solubility parameters take into account the
dispersion forces, dipolar intermolecular forces and hydrogen bonds between the solvent and
graphene. In a recent review, Texter criticised the early matching the surface energies –approach
advocated by Coleman et al.[22] and some others, stating that the theoretically correct approach
should rather focus on minimising the interfacial energy between graphene and solvent.[24] He also
critically reviewed other approaches including the use of Hildebrand and Hansen solubility
parameters, which are often thermodynamically inaccurate, and would rather rely on molecular
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dynamics. While detailed understanding of the stability and solubility of graphene in various solvents
is important, the choice of an optimal solvent is only one factor that affects the concentration and
properties of the graphene solutions.
In order to increase the generally low graphene concentration, Khan et al. tested various sonication
times, up to 460 h, for graphite in N-methyl-pyrrolidone. After 270 h of sonication they reached the
maximum concentration of 1.2 mg/ml.[25] Another approach was used by Bourlinos et al. who used
fluorinated aromatic solvents and achieved graphene concentrations up to 0.1 mg/ml.[26] In the same
study, they also used various aromatic and ionic organic solvents and achieved concentrations in the
range of 0.2-0.3 mg/ml, and as high as 1 mg/ml by using benzylamine. Since then, higher and higher
concentration of few and single layer graphene have been dispersed in various solvents. Probably the
highest concentration achieved by simply sonicating a graphite powder in organic solvent is 8.0
mg/ml of graphene in 3-glycidoxypropyl trimethoxysilane.[27] Recently it was shown, that by
concentrating a dilute graphene solution, momentary concentrations up to 63 mg/ml and stable
concentration of approximately 27 mg/ml could be achieved in N-methyl-pyrrolidone.[28] This was
achieved by concentrating an initial graphene dispersion of 2.0 mg/ml by centrifugation and
sonication. High concentration of few layer dispersed graphene makes easier its use in many
applications, such as in conductive inks and composite fillers. Therefore, liquid-exfoliated graphene is
an important alternative to GO based materials, which routinely achieve concentrations over 1 mg/ml.
Many of the suitable solvents for liquid exfoliation, however, have a high boiling point, which limits
their feasibility.[29]
Ultrasonic treatment is not the only form of mechanical energy that can exfoliate graphene sheets. It
has been shown, too, that when rotating a tube filled with graphite and N-methyl-pyrrolidone at high
speed, the mechanical forces are great enough to peel off graphene sheets from graphite.[30]
Dispersions of graphene can also be prepared in various liquid polymers. Polymers have usually quite
high viscosity and their long structure is ideal for preventing the aggregation of graphene sheets.
A closely related technique to direct exfoliation of graphene in solvents is a surfactant or adsorbate
assisted exfoliation. In this technique, graphite is exfoliated, usually via sonication, into solvents that
would not dissolve it without the added help of adsorbate molecules. Unlike in the direct exfoliation in
solvents, which solvents need to have right Hansen solubility parameters or minimal interfacial
energy, in adsorbate assisted exfoliation the adsorbates will stabilize the exfoliated graphene sheets.
During sonication of graphite in solvents like water, graphene sheets are constantly exfoliated and
dispersed in water but, because of the unfavourable environment, the graphene sheets tend to
reaggregate back to graphite. The idea of the added adsorbate molecules is that they will attach to
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momentarily exfoliated graphene sheets and prevent them to restack. The main requirement for these
molecules is that their structure, usually aromatic, will efficiently attach to graphene sheets.
Commonly used molecules include anthracene[31] or pyrene[32,33][Paper I] moieties in their
structures. These planar aromatic molecules deploy the same π-π –interactions with graphene as
graphene sheets have with each other. Also sodium cholate[20,34] and its derivatives [35][Paper I]
have been successfully used as adsorbates to stabilize the graphene sheets. Sodium cholate does not
have an aromatic backbone like most other common solubilisers. Due to its efficiency of adsorption
on aromatic carbon structures sodium cholate based adsorbates have been used to solubilise graphene
and carbon nanotubes[36] rather well. In addition to good adsorbate-graphene interaction, the
adsorbate molecule should have good solubility in the solvent used and the ability to prevent graphene
sheets from restacking. In order for adsorbates to be soluble in water or polar solvents, side chains
with highly polar or ionic groups are needed, and amines, sulfonic acids and carboxylic acids are often
used. Adsorbate assisted exfoliation is mainly used when graphene sheets are dispersed in aqueous
solutions or highly polar solvents but it can be used in other solvents as well. For non-polar solvents
long alkyl chains or aromatic moieties are preferred in the adsorbate molecules.
The selection of suitable adsorbate molecules is vast and ever increasing, and choosing the best
adsorbate is difficult. The adsorbate molecules have to fulfil certain requirements in order to
successfully attach to the surface of graphene and solubilise the sheets. An adsorbate molecule has to
replace the solvent layer on top of the graphene surface. Palermo et al. tested series of functionalized
pyrenes (1-pyrenesulfonic acid, 6,8-dihydroxy-1,3-pyrenedisulfonic acid, 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6trisulfonic acid and pyrene-1,3,6,8-tetrasulfonic acid), which have an increasing number of sulfonyl
groups.[37] They found out that the adsorption of pyrene derivatives on graphite was poorer for
derivatives several SO3- -groups, making 1-pyrenesulfonic acid the most efficient adsorber. However,
pyrene with two SO3- -groups was the best solubiliser of graphite. They concluded that high
molecule/graphene adsorption free energy and high molecular dipole were the most important factors
contributing to the success of 6,8-dihydroxy-1,3-pyrenedisulfonic acid as a solubiliser. The molecule
easily slid onto the graphene surface with its hydroxyl groups first, thus allowing the pyrene structure
to attach to graphene.
In addition to molecular adsorbates, polymeric adsorbates have been used to solubilise graphene
sheets. too. While most molecular adsorbates are ionic and, therefore, an ionic repulsion keeps the
sheet from aggregating, polymeric adsorbates are usually non-ionic. They relay mostly on steric
hindrance of the long polymer chains.[38] In fact, the highest graphene concentrations with polymeric
adsorbates have been achieved by using non-ionic ones. Polymers with linear structure, such as
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polyvinylpyrrolidone[39,40] or quinquethiophene-terminated poly(ethylene glycol)[41], and branched
polymers like poly(ethyleneimine)[42], have been used. Hersam et al. used 19 different Pluronic and
Tetronic copolymers in their work.[43] The graphene sheets coated with non-ionic polymers can be
easily prepared in various organic solvents or transferred to them. The polymers are also tightly bound
to graphene and, in the case of non-ionic polymers, the stability of the dispersion is not affected by pH
changes or addition of salt, unlike with ionic polymers or small molecular adsorbates.[44] With many
polymer adsorbates, the initially low graphene concentration can be increased by concentrating the
dispersion or by completely evaporating the solvent, leaving graphene-polymer –composites.
Graphene-polymer –composites are, however, a field of their own, and are not discussed here.
The achieved graphene concentrations using adsorbate assisted exfoliation are often relatively low
regardless of the type of the adsorbate,either a small molecule or polymer. The choice of the adsorbate
molecule affects the exfoliation and solubilisation but an even more important factor seems to be, e.g.,
sonication power or time. Generally, the longer the sonication time the higher the graphene
concentration.[34] On the other hand, too intense sonication seems to promote aggregation rather than
exfoliation, probably because of the detachement of the surface-bound molecules.[35] While
sonication is by far the most used method to assist the exfoliation of graphene sheets, other exists
other methods to apply mechanical force to graphene, too. Quite recently, direct exfoliation in organic
solvents and adsorbate assisted exfoliation could both be scaled to industrial scale, with batch sizes up
to 300 litres, by using a powerful mechanical mixer.[20]
Recently, Notley published an improved adsorbate assisted exfoliation method, where adsorbate was
constantly added to the mixture during sonication.[44] The idea behind this is that there is an ideal
graphene-to-adsorbate ratio for every adsorbate where graphene can be exfoliated the most
effectively.[32,35,44,45] As graphene is exfoliated and adsorbate molecules are attached to the
graphene surface, the free adsorbate concentration drops and the optimal concentration ratio is lost,
causing less effective exfoliation. By keeping the concentration ratio constantly at the optimum level,
Notley managed to achieve graphene concentrations as high as 15 mg/ml by using polymeric
adsorbates and almost as high concentrations with molecular adsorbates.[44]
Several possible interactions exist between graphene sheets and the adsorbate molecules (molecular or
polymeric). The adsorbates often have electron donating or withdrawing groups and tend to dope
graphene, the doping level depending on the adsorbate.[46] The adsorbates also affect the hole
mobility and minimum conductivity of graphene. An evidence of close contact between adsorbates
and the graphene surface is the quenching of adsorbate luminescence, which indicates energy or
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electron transfer between the two.[47][Paper I] The charged groups in the adsorbate molecules on the
graphene sheets allow to use the dispersed graphene as a building block in self assembled structures.
In conclusion, until recently, direct exfoliation of natural graphene in solvents, with or without
adsorbates, suffered from low attainable graphene concentration but now seems to have become a
considerable option to other manufacturing methods. Some facts has to be taken into account
regarding the material produced by direct exfoliation, however. The mechanical and electrical
properties of films made of small graphene sheets are inferior to those of a single sheet. In films, small
graphene sheets are hold together by weak interactions, rather than by strong covalent bonds within a
single graphene sheet. Similarly, the conductivity of a single sheet is higher than conductivity in films,
which is limited by charge transfer across the sheet-sheet boundaries. In addition, significant amounts
of adsorbate or solvent may be left on the graphene surface when the material is used in applications.
The solvent and adsorbate molecules between the graphene sheets generally hamper the mechanical
and electrical properties of the material.
The stability of exfoliated graphene sheet dispersions varies from publication to publication. The
graphene concentration tends to decrease with time but it is possible to achieve the stability in the time
scale of months or even years in certain cases.[22,45][Paper I] The common problem with all the
mechanical exfoliation and solubilising techniques is that they produce material, which is a mixture of
sheets with various size and thickness. This affects the stability of dispersions as larger particles tend
to aggregate more easily. However, materials with uniform or narrow size and thickness distribution
are often desired. Therefore, some methods have been developed to fractionate the mixtures. Larger
aggregates can be easily removed simply centrifugation at low speed or letting them to sediment
down. Finer fractionation may be achieved, e.g., by controlled centrifugation, as the larger sheets tend
to sediment with lower centrifugal force than the smaller sheets.[34,48] In density differentiation
based ultracentrifugation, graphene dispersion is placed in a gel-filled centrifugation tube, where
density gradient is formed under rotation.[49] In this method, density differences between graphene
sheets with different number of layers cause them to fractionate. Although the regaining of the
different fractions from the gel is laborious, this method is probably the only one capable to
fractionate few layer graphene sheets according to the number of layers. Similar separation methods
can also be used with other water soluble graphene materials, such as graphene oxide and reduced
graphene oxide.
The main advantage of the mechanical exfoliation methods is that that they typically produce
chemically unmodified graphene. However, because of the uncontrollable nature of the mechanical
exfoliation at the molecular level the produced graphene sheets consist usually of more than one layer
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of graphene. Typically, few-layer graphene forms a large fraction of the exfoliated soluble graphene
sheets although a significant portion consists of single layer sheets. Soluble mechanically exfoliated
graphene sheets might be a practical material in various composites where small sized particles with
large surface area, mechanical strength and good conductivity are desired. The biggest competition for
the methods based on the direct exfoliation of natural graphite probably comes from the use of
graphene oxide based materials and their post treatment.
1.4. Graphene Oxide
Until recently, the route utilising GO (graphite oxidation, exfoliation and subsequent reduction) has
been far superior to other methods for the preparation of graphene based materials. Possibility of
gram-scale synthesis, water solubility of the materials involved, high yield and attainable
concentrations, and easy processing have guaranteed its popularity. The main disadvantages of the GO
preparation include the slightly hazardous synthesis conditions as well as difficulties and losses in the
purification process. Recently, the product quality and yield in liquid-exfoliation and CVD processes
have been significantly improved and their cost reduced. However, most of the graphene based
materials are still made via the GO route. Graphene oxide itself is an extensively oxidized form of
graphene prepared from graphite using various strong oxidants. The first method was introduced
already in 1859 by Brodie.[50] The Brodie method has been improved later by Staudenmaier
(1898)[51], Hofmann and König (1937)[52] and even further by Hummers and Offeman (1958)[53].
More recently, Tour et al. fine-tuned the Hummers method (2010).[54] The main improvements in
these modifications focus on the use of more efficient and safer oxidation procedures and oxidants.
The Brodie method consists of several repeated oxidation cycles of graphite powder in a mixture of
potassium chromate and fuming nitric acid. The Staudenmaier and Hofmann methods use potassium
chlorate and the Hummers and Tour methods potassium permanganate as the main oxidant. Nitric,
sulphuric and phosphoric acids or their mixtures are used as a solvent in all of these synthesis
methods. Nowadays the modifications of the Hummers’ method are the most used ones, but also the
other methods mentioned above, and their modifications, are extensively used. All these methods use
strong oxidisers and also otherwise harsh conditions to oxidise graphite flakes into graphene oxide.
This results in a significant portion of double bonds of graphite being broken during the oxidation and
various oxygen containing functional groups decorating the surface and edges of the graphite sheets.
Regardless of the oxidation method, the graphene oxide produced contains the same type of functional
groups but their relative and absolute abundance may vary significantly from one method to another.
Methods based on potassium permanganate result in GO with a higher degree of oxidation than those
based on K2CrO4 or KClO3 as oxidants.[55-57] The Brodie method produces more C-O moieties than
the Hummers method, which, on the other hand, results in a higher relative abundance of the carbonyl
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based (C=O) moieties.[57] Oxidation with permanganate (the Hummers and Tour methods) also
yields higher proportion of C=O groups than the methods based on chlorate oxidation (the Hofmann
and Staudenmaier methods).[55,56] The carbon-to-oxygen elemental ratio (C/O) is a measure of the
degree of oxidation of GO, and it depends on the method used, too. The Brodie method yields a C/O
ratio of approximately 2 while oxidation with chlorate or permanganate result in values above 2 or
below and around 2, respectively. These accompanying changes in the chemical structure of GO
influence the properties of the material
In addition to the nature of the oxidant, the oxidation level of GO can be decreased, e.g., by limited
reaction time[58,59], the amount of oxidant[60], and lower temperature[61]. On the other hand, one
way to increase the oxygen content in GO is to use multiple oxidations with one or more oxidising
agents. For example, in the original GO synthesis by Brodie, the graphite flakes were oxidised
multiple times and after the fifth cycle the C/O ratio stabilised around 1.6. [50] In general, with every
oxidant there is a maximum oxidation level for graphite[62,63], and the produced graphene oxide has,
therefore, a C/O ratio between 1.5 to 2.5, depending on the reaction conditions. The synthesis
conditions play the key role in the formation of GO but also the starting material, especially graphite
flake size, affects the efficiency of the oxidation.[64]
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Figure 3. Proposed structural models for the GO.

Even though graphene oxide is composed of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen and synthesised from welldefined graphite material, its the exact structure is not known, even the different types of incorporated
functional groups being controversial. The models proposed for GO have been formulated on the basis
of theoretical calculations, chemical properties of GO and spectroscopic data. Throughout the years
almost all forms of analytical techniques have been used to unveil the exact structure of GO. These
methods include elemental analysis techniques, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), vibrational
spectroscopy including Raman and IR, UV-Vis and photoluminescence spectroscopy, imaging
techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and AFM, as well as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction (XRD).
Ambiguous spectral data, limitations in available characterisation techniques and variation in the
starting material and synthesis techniques has led scientists to propose several, closely related or
sometimes fundamentally different, structures for GO. One of the earliest models for GO was that of
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by Hofmann and Holst (1939). In this model, the aromatic surface of GO was decorated with only 1,2ether groups and had a C/O ratio of 2 (Fig. 3a).[65] Later Ruess introduced a structure with transcyclohexane –based backbone instead of a flat sp2-based one.[66] Furthermore, Ruess replaced 1,2ethers with 1,3-ethers and included hydroxyl groups in the structure (Fig. 3b). The Scholz-Boehm –
model, a kind of more organised version of the Ruess-model, involves a structure of alternating rows
of 1,4-benzoquinones and cyclohexanes with additional OH-groups (Fig. 3c). The Nakajima-Matsuo –
model, on the other hand, differs quite significantly from the other models. It consists of a fully sp3hybridised structure, where the carbon atoms form two connected atomic layers with only hydroxyl
groups decorating the structure, and has a C/O ratio of 2 (Fig 3d).[67,68] A more recent, and also
more widely accepted model is the Lerf-Klinowski –model (Fig. 3e).[69-71] It is similar to the
Hofmann-model but, in addition to randomly distributed 1,2-epoxides, it includes also hydroxyl
groups. Some further versions of this model include additional carboxylic acid groups at the edges of
GO sheets, and several other variations have also been made in the light of new discoveries or new
interpretations of the old ones. A slightly less popular competing model to the Lerf-Klinowski –model
was introduced by Dékány et al.[62] The Dékány-model (also called the Szabó-Dékány –model) is
derived from the Scholz-Boehm model and involves quinone/cyclohexane structures with 1,3-ethers
and alcohol groups (Fig. 3f). Recently, Tour et al. discarded the idea of a static structure of GO and
suggested a more dynamic structure, which can respond to the changes in the external conditions.[72]
On the other hand, Rourke et al. proposed recently quite a different idea about the structure of
graphene oxide (Fig. 3g).[73-75] They suggested that GO is a bicomponent material composed of
relatively unoxidised sheets and highly oxidised small molecules, called oxidation debris, that covers
the sheets. This model resembles the mechanically exfoliated graphene, with which the solubility is
due to the adsorbates. Their model has lately received increasing amount of interest and cautious
support.[76-80]
Although its exact structure remains ambiguous, GO is an extensively used material and its properties
have been thoroughly characterize. GO is, due to its charged functional groups, soluble in neutral and
basic aqueous solutions but precipitates easily in highly acidic solutions. Electrolytes, even at low
concentrations, lead to precipitation, too. The solubility of GO in non-acidic solutions is explained by
the acidic nature of GO. In fact, GO has sometimes been called as “a graphitic acid” (Graphitsäure).
The zeta potential can be used to estimate the stability of particles in dispersion, and GO has the zeta
potential well below -30 mV in aqueous solutions at pH above 4.[81,82] Below pH 4 the zeta potential
rises to ca -15 mV, significanly decreasing the stability of aqueous GO suspensions. Kim et al.
showed that the level of oxidation of GO affects the zeta potential and they were could change the zeta
potential from -30 mV to -50 mV upon increasing the oxidation level.[60] The charged surface groups
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make GO sheets easily dispersible in water and the electrostatic forces prevent the sheets from
aggregating. The various functional groups at the surface of GO sheets increase the possible interlayer
distance compared to that in graphite. The GO sheets can interact with each other directly through
hydrogen bonding, but because of the hygroscopic nature of GO, some intercalated water is often
present between stacked sheets. This intercalated water further increases the interlayer distance of GO
sheets from 5.97 Å for a dry sample to 6.91 Å for stacked sheets at 70% relative humidity[62] and,
finally, to 12.41 Å for completely hydrated GO stacks[57]. Preparation of water-free GO is difficult
due to its high affinity for water and because of the low thermal stability of GO. Another example,
which illustrates the special relationship between GO and water, is the impenetrability of GO films to
all other gaseous compounds except water vapour and hydrogen gas.[83] The suspendibility of GO is
not limited to water but. GO can, in various amounts, be dispersed in some other polar solvents, such
as ethanol, 1-propanol and dimethylformamide.[84]
In its physical properties GO differs quite much from pristine graphene. As graphene, GO is also a
quite strong material with the Young’s modulus of 208 GPa for a single GO sheet[85] but, because of
the broken aromatic structure containing functional groups and defects, its mechanical properties
cannot compete with pure graphene (Young’s modulus 1.0 TPa). However, it is tougher than many
polymers and is used, therefore, in polymer composites along with pure graphene and reduced
graphene oxide. The presence of functional groups enables GO to bind tighter to polymers than nonfunctionalised graphene materials. As to its electrical properties, the broken sp 2 –network in GO gives
rise to a high electrical resistance in the sheets and makes GO an insulator. Unlike graphite, which
withstands temperatures over 1000 °C, GO is quite sensitive to temperature. Upon heating GO
powder, already at 50 °C some of the functional groups decompose as carbon dioxide.[86] This kind
of thermal decomposition, or graphitisation, is one of the reduction methods for GO, which will be
discussed in more detail in next chapter. Graphene oxide is also considered to be behave as a liquid
crystal in suspensions containing more than above 0.53 w% of GO[87] and the sheets align
themselves under shear stress, forming concentration-dependent fibre or plate-like structures[88].
Graphene oxide is also weakly luminescent. This peculiar excitation wavelength dependant
luminescence has raised various theories. It has been attributed either to the functional groups or the
aromatic domains of GO, or to the interactions between them.[89,90] Rourke et al., who introduced
the oxidation debris –stabilized model of GO, attribute the luminescence of GO to the oxidation
debris[75] If GO is treated with strong alkaline solutions, the luminescence disappears and the
solubility and colour of GO change, too, while the alkaline washing solution becomes highly
fluorescent. This is explained by the removal of fluorescent oxidation debris from the surface of the
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GO sheets to the solution by the alkaline treatment.[75] On the other hand, according to their dynamic
model of GO, Tour et al. attribute the irreversible changes in the structure of GO in alkaline solutions
to the splitting of some of the highly oxidised parts.[72]
In any case, graphene oxide has a range of different functional groups which can be synthetically
modified in order to improve the properties of GO. The chemical modification of GO, excluding
chemical reduction, will not be covered in this Thesis, but extensive reviews can be found
elsewhere.[91,92] The next chapter will discuss the various methods to reduce graphene oxide in order
to recover, at least partially, the excellent properties of graphene. Especially, the electrical
conductivity is a highly desired property in most graphene-based applications.
1.5. Reduced Graphene Oxide
Reduced graphene oxide does not quite resemble either graphene oxide or graphene but is something
in between these materials. It is moderately hydrophobic but can be dispersed in water to some extent,
as well as in several organic solvents. It is a rather good electrical conductor but not as good as
graphene. Its mechanical properties are closer to GO than pristine graphene. RGO is not as easy to use
as GO but it is significantly easier to produce than pristine graphene by reduction from graphene
oxide, which can be achieved with a multitude of methods.
The material collectively called reduced graphene oxide covers a wide range of different materials
which only share the fact that they are made from GO via deoxygenation or reduction, as it is more
commonly called. RGO has generally only few oxygen groups left in its structure, making it poorly
soluble in polar solvents. The lack of repulsion between the RGO sheets also promotes their
aggregation. During the reduction the aromatic structure is partially restored and RGO recovers
electrical conductivity. Countless factors at every step of the preparation process affect the properties
of the formed RGO. First, the quality, size and source of graphite and, second, the oxidation process
used, determine the properties of GO and, therefore, also affect RGO formed from it. GO can be
chemically reduced using numerous different reductants or by many nonchemical methods including
intense UV radiation and laser or plasma treatment. Even with a single method, e.g., a chemical
reduction with hydrazine, the reduction temperature (from room temperature to boiling water), time
(from seconds or minutes to hours) and reductant concentration (from millimolar to pure hydrazine)
can be changed to adjust the formed product. The differences in RGO, which usually are quite small,
might, however, be insignificant or have a profound effect, depending on the intended use of RGO.
For example, the impurities left after the reduction may consist of just a few nitrogen atom
substituents or a significant heavy metal contamination, or the reduction may remove only certain
specific functional groups. The strategy used for the reduction has to be chosen with the application,
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desired functionalization or the level of reduction in mind. Edwards and Coleman have reviewed the
pros and cons of various graphene synthesis routes and discussed their compatibility to various
applications.[93] In this chapter some of the most common reduction methods, along with other
methods important to this Thesis, will be discussed and their special features explained.

Figure 4. TGA of GO in nitrogen at the heating rate of 5 °C/min.

The most simple reduction method for GO is thermal annealing because dry GO is not thermally
stable at temperatures above 150-200 °C. Upon heating, preferably in inert atmosphere, GO undergoes
graphitisation. Thermogravimetric analysis of GO show a significant mass loss above 100 °C that
corresponds to intercalated water and the most significant removal of oxygen containing functional
groups begins at approximately the same temperature (Fig. 4). At approx. 220 °C, most of the
functional groups have already been removed from GO. It has been shown, that after 23.5 h of
annealing at the 220 °C, the C/O ratio of GO increased from 2.0 to 10.1 and sheet resistance dropped
to 8200 ohms per square.[94] The deoxygenation continues slowly up to 1000 °C. At this point,
graphene oxide has lost almost all its functional groups. It is not completely understood, what happens
during thermal treatment of GO, since there are several possible reaction routes depending on the
annealing process and amount of intercalated water in GO. It has been shown that, already at ca 50 °C,
some of the functional groups of GO start to break down releasing CO2, but at higher temperatures CO
is formed.[86] In the reaction occurring below 200 °C, the intercalated water molecules are actively
involved in the formation of CO2 [86,95] In these studies water-free GO samples produced only a
fraction of the CO2 compared to water containing samples. According to Acik et al. water forms
hydroxyl radicals which further react with the functional groups of GO, producing the CO2.[95] At
higher temperatures, at which most of water has been consumed or evaporated, radical reactions
involving other species such as O2, CO2 and CO take place. Regardless of the exact reaction
mechanism, eventually almost all of the functional groups of GO have been “burned” away as CO 2 or
CO. This leaves behind RGO with a minimal amount of oxygen but a moderate amount of holes or
defects in place of the functional groups. Annealing in argon at 1000 °C has resulted in RGO with a
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C/O ratio of 11.36, and a value of 14.1 has been obtained for GO annealed in ultra-high vacuum at
900 °C.[96] Values as high as these are rarely achieved using chemical reduction. Although the
thermal treatment of GO is a simple and effective method, it has some limitations. The obvious
drawback in annealing is the fact that GO must be placed on a substrate, which can withstand the
annealing temperatures without breaking itself or RGO, or without reacting with GO. Therefore, this
method is the best suited for GO films or single sheets on a substrate but may, to some extent, be used
for GO dispersed in stable organic solvents.[97,98]
Chemical reduction is by far the most used technique for the reduction of GO. It is done usually in
aqueous solutions and can be applied to GO solutions, GO deposited on a substrate or even to GO
composites. There is a wide variety of different reducing agent to choose from and the most efficient
ones can reduce GO at room temperature or slightly elevated temperatures. Some of the reducing
agents are toxic or otherwise dangerous while others are environmental friendly, some of them
chemically modify RGO, while others reduce GO purely. Chua and Pumera recently focused on the
properties of a variety of reductants in their review, covering altogether fifty different reducing
agents.[99] These include, e.g., borohydrides, aluminium hydride, hydrohalic acids, metals, and, some
biomolecules and plant extracts, too. The emphasis was on known and proposed reduction
mechanisms of different reducing agents and their reduction efficiency. Despite good understanding
of the chemical reactions involved with some of the reducing agents, many of the processes in the GO
reduction are not known. In fact, the uncertainty about the structure of GO does not help the
understanding of the chemistry of GO, either.
The most common reducing agent is hydrazine, despite of its explosive and toxic nature. It has
become a kind of reference for other reducing agents and methods. Hydrazine was one of the first
reductants employed in graphene oxide reduction and still is considered a rather good one. It is highly
reactive and reacts with GO already at low temperatures or at low concentrations, effectively
removing most of the oxygen containing functional groups. Although hydrazine is usually used as a
dilute aqueous solution, it has also been used as a “solvent” for GO during reduction. Hydrazine-based
reduction involves several known reaction mechanisms, which can remove oxygen functionalities and
restore C=C bonds.[99] Ideally, hydrazine acts as a four electron donor, and breaks down to nitrogen
gas and water upon reaction with oxygen functionalities, but normally it is a two electron donor
producing N2H2. Although this is the main reaction route, a significant portion of nitrogen is left in the
RGO structure after the reduction. In our own work on hydrazine, we found that the C/N atomic ratio
was 5.9, indicating a heavy nitrogen doping in hydrazine-reduced GO. [Paper II] It has been shown
that hydrazine produces a nitrogen containing ring structure, pyrazole, at the edges of RGO.[100] This
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type of substitution acts as a dopant for RGO and affects its the electrical properties. The mechanical
strength of a GO paper, made by filtering a GO suspension, is rather similar before and after reduction
with hydrazine, followed by thermal annealing. A GO paper reduced with hydrazine has a Young’s
modulus of 20.5 GPa, which increases to 41.8 GPa, if the paper is further thermally annealed at 220
°C.[101] On the other hand, a Young’s modulus of 25.6 GPa has been reported for a GO paper, a
value in the same range than that for a reduced GO paper.[102]
Various metals constitute another group of chemical reducing agents. Several elemental metals and
metal ions are capable of reducing GO. For example, Al, Zn, Fe, Ti(III) and Sn(II) have been
successfully used for this purpose. Upon reduction of GO, some of these metals tend to form oxides
with the oxygen removed from GO. These oxides are sometimes soluble and are removed from RGO
but, with certain metals, remain on the surface of RGO. Positive metal ions can also form complexes
with negative groups in GO and RGO. Metals or metal oxides left on the RGO sheets may add some
properties to the material, such as magnetism or light sensitivity in case of iron oxides or TiO2,
respectively.[103,104]. Depending on the metal, the reduction reaction can take place in acidic (Al,
Fe, Zn, Sn(II), Ti(III) and Mg) or basic (Zn, Al and Na) solutions.[99,104]
A common reducing agent in organic chemistry, sodium borohydride, has also been used to reduce
GO. NaBH4 efficiently reduces certain carbonyl groups to hydroxyl groups, providing a way to
selectively reduce only some of the functional groups in GO, and leading to a partially reduced GO,
which can be further reduced with other reductants or functionalised with suitable groups. This
strategy has been used, especially, for adding groups to promote solubility in selected solvent as
reaggregation is a constant problem with RGO. Samulski et al. used first NaBH4 to convert C=O to COH and then substituted the hydroxyl groups with para-phenyl sulphonic acid groups before final
reduction with hydrazine.[105] Other partial or selective reduction methods have also been developed.
Lithium aluminium hydride (LiAlH 4) is a slightly more efficient reducing agent than NaBH4 and can
convert also COOH groups to OH groups.[106] Chua and Pumera[107] built on this idea and used
ethanethiol-aluminium chloride complexes to remove OH-groups from GO.
1.6. Electrochemically Reduced GO
As mentioned, some metal/metal ion –pairs have high enough reducing power to reduce GO. In
electrochemical reduction of GO, similar reduction potentials are created using external voltage.
Electrochemical reduction has gathered significantly less attention than chemical methods despite its
several advantages. Electrochemistry offers an alternative method that can be extremely simple and
environmentally friendly. Simply by depositing graphene oxide on top of a working electrode and
placing the electrode, together with a counter electrode, in any aqueous electrolyte system and
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applying a -1 V potential between the electrodes, GO can be turned to RGO. For the research purposes
3-electrode systems are preferred.
Electrochemical reduction of GO is generally done in aqueous solutions, in which the reduction
potentials vary between -0.6 V and -1.1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) depending on the pH, well within the
potential window of water in these conditions.[108][Paper IV] Various working electrode materials
can be used, including gold, glassy carbon and conductive glasses. In electrochemical reduction,
various oxygen-containing groups are reduced. However, the resulting physical changes of the
material may cause delamination from the electrode and hamper its further use.
Electrochemical reduction is not limited only to aqueous solutions but can be carried out in various
organic solvents, too.[Paper IV, Paper V] In organic solvents, the used reductions potentials are
generally more cathodic leading to more complete reduction of GO. In some cases, such as in solar
cell and transistor applications, water may be detrimental and the use of organic solvents is highly
beneficial.
Electrochemical reduction requires GO to be deposited on a conducting substrate, which can be seen
as a limitation of the electrochemical method compared to chemical methods. However, covering a
conducting substrate with another conducting material, e.g., graphene, has a crucial role in some
devices. For example, applications in photovoltaics or sensing require a conducting surface with
special properties, such as a suitable work function or large surface area (2630 m2g-1 for
graphene).[109] On the other hand, several factors may prevent an efficient electrochemical reduction
of GO in solutions. First, GO generally has a negative charge in aqueous media, which may expel the
GO sheets away from the electrode surface at highly cathodic potentials required for reduction,
although this is mainly problem in extremely dilute solutions. Second, the formed RGO is
hydrophobic and, therefore, will not be soluble in aqueous media but precipitates on the electrode. The
use of certain adsorbates and high speed stirring may prevent the accumulation of RGO on electrode
surfaces and help solubilise the material. Third, GO suspensions are highly sensitive to ionic strength
and tend to precipitate already at very low salt concentrations. A solution may be to use GO itself as a
supporting electrolyte in the electrochemical cell because it is charged at all pH above 2 and can be
considered a kind of polyanion.[110]
Electrochemical reduction can be applied to films of GO of any size or shape, as long as they are
placed on a conductive surface. A thin GO layer on an electrode surface will be rapidly reduced,
which can be seen in the cyclic voltammogram of a monolayer and thin film of GO, as the current
related to reduction is seen only during the first cathodic scan. With thicker films, the reduction
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progress is slower. [Paper IV] Dong et al. have reported an electrochemical reduction technique,
which does not require the GO film to be placed on a conductive surface. In their method, an external
(small diameter) working electrode is pressed on the GO film during reduction, which also allows the
patterning of the GO film with reduced domains.[108]
In conclusion, the electrochemical reduction of GO allows good control over the reduction process
and is, therefore, a valuable method for research purposes as will be shown later.[Paper III, IV and V]
Another benefit of the electrochemical reduction of graphene oxide is that it also enables an easy
preparation of composite electrodes for various applications. For example, GO can be mixed up with
various electropolymerisable monomers, such as pyrrole, EDOT etc., and GO can be reduced during
or after the electrochemical polymerisation of these monomers, which form a polymer matrix that
entraps the GO.[110,111] Composites could also be prepared by depositing GO with other materials,
such as conductive polymers, on the electrode by spin coating, ink jet printing or some other means,
and performing the electrochemical reduction afterwards.
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The work in this Thesis has its origin in the desire to begin research on graphene in our laboratory.
Intense work has enabled us to develop novel manufacturing routes to graphene materials and to apply
sophisticated characterisation methods on these materials. Producing graphene material is challenging,
especially in large scale and at high quality. Due to the lack of an universally applicable preparation
technique, a wide range of satisfactory methods exist. Therefore, the competition to find ever better
techniques is raging. While many of the fundamental properties of graphene have been discovered,
there are still much new discoveries to be made in the properties of graphene based materials as well
as in their applications.
The focus of Paper I was to find a suitable chemically non-invasive method for producing aqueous
graphene sheets. With the help of ultrasound induced mechanical forces and suitable adsorbate
molecules, this was achieved. This opened up an opportunity to investigate the nature of the
interactions between various adsorbates and the graphene.
Papers II, III, IV and V are focused on graphene oxide and its various reduction methods, which can
efficiently convert this highly damaged material back to graphene. In Paper II, surprising discoveries
were made using vanadium as a chemical reducing agent for GO reduction.
Chemical reduction methods are replaced with electrochemical methods in Papers III, IV and V. In
situ spectroelectrochemistry makes possible to control and monitor the reduction process of GO in
great details.
The overall aim for this work is to open up new possibilities to produce graphene based materials and
to better understand their properties and related phenomena.
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3.1. An Introduction to Common Characterization Methods for Graphene Materials
Pristine graphene is in many ways an uninteresting material to characterize because it consists only of
identical aromatic carbons. This means, that with most spectroscopic techniques, only a few bands are
seen. Perhaps the most important spectral characterization method for graphene is Raman
spectroscopy. It can be used, e.g., to estimate the thickness of the graphene sheets as well as the ratio
of edges and other defect sites to pristine graphene sites but also more subtle details such as of doping
of graphene sheets. The use of Raman spectroscopy for graphene and graphite research has been
discussed in detail in many publications[112,113] and, therefore, only the most central features are
discussed here. In pristine graphene, there are only two very sharp spectral features: the G and G’
bands. The excitation wavelength independent G band originates from the pristine aromatic structure
of graphene and appears at ca.1600 cm-1. It is sensitive to changes in graphene structure and can be
used to monitor them. The G’ band (also called the 2D band), unlike the G band, is dependent on
excitation wavelength and appears approximately at 2700 cm-1. By analysing the shape of the G’ peak,
information about the thickness of graphene particles can be obtained because single and few layer
graphene sheets both have unique peak shapes.[114] Structural defects in graphene structure,
including sheet edges, give rise to another Raman active vibration called the D band. The D band
corresponds to breathing modes of the carbon rings located next to the defect sites. This band can
become intense in very small graphene fragments and, especially, in highly oxidized GO particles.
The D band position depends on the excitation wavelength, too, and decreases linearly from 1360 cm -1
(with excitation at λex = 488 nm) to 1325 cm-1 (excitation at λex = 647.1 nm) [115]. The position of the
D band at 1300 cm-1 using near-infrared excitation at 1064 nm (the Raman instrument mostly used in
this work) is well in accordance with this behaviour.[Paper I]. The Raman spectra of graphene based
materials exhibit also several weaker bands, often seen only as small shoulders close to stronger
bands. The analysis of the Raman spectra is complicated, which may give rise to contradicting
interpretations.[116] For example, both the increase and decrease of the D/G intensity ratio, as well as
red and blue shifts of the bands have been reported upon reduction of GO. Many phenomena, for
example doping[117] and temperature[118] affect the intensities, positions or widths of the bands.
Two common X-ray techniques, the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction, are often
used in graphene research. The XRD is less useful with plain graphene but gives more information
about thicker structures and the packing of graphene and modified graphene. The XPS is applied to
acquire information about the elemental composition of materials and the chemical environment of the
atoms. With graphene, only aromatic carbons should be observed, except for some minor sp 3 carbons
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at the edges. The XPS offers much information about chemically modified graphene, such as GO,
because it can be used to calculate the C/O ratio and to identify the type of oxygen functionalities.
Infrared spectroscopy (IR) is rather useless for pure graphene since it has practically no IR active
vibrations. Only a weak band due to a C=C bond related vibration might be detected. The IR spectrum
of GO, on the other hand, is a completely different story. It is filled with different oxygen related
vibration bands, which are difficult to identify due to overlapping of broad bands and the multiple
closely related vibrations. This huge difference between the spectra of GO and graphene makes IR
quite a useful tool for monitoring the oxidation of graphene or the reduction of graphene oxide.
For functionalised graphene, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy has been used to identify the
structures involved, too. Due to poor solubility of most graphene materials, the use of a solid state
NMR is often required. Furthermore, labelling of hydrogens with deuterium in the functional groups
of GO, or 13C-enriched graphene can be used[119]. IR, XPS and NMR are often used together to solve
structural problems connected to GO or other modified graphene materials. Despite of these powerful
techniques an agreement about the structure of GO is still missing.
A single layer of graphene is more than 97% transparent in the visible range and shows only a single
absorption band in the UV-vis absorption spectroscopy. In graphene, this band at ca. 270 nm
corresponds the π-π* transition. In GO, this band shifts to 230 nm and another peak emerges, a n-π*
transition at 300 nm. Usually, the UV-Vis –absorption spectrum is used to measure the concentration
of graphene based solutions utilising the dispersive tail at higher wavelengths. Graphene oxide is also
weakly luminescent, when pristine graphene shows no sign of luminescence.
Various imaging techniques are often used to measure the number of graphene layers in structures and
to study the arrangement of the graphene based particles in films or composites. These techniques
include atomic force microscopy, scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron
microscopy. AFM is good for identifying separate sheets on smooth surfaces and for the estimation of
sheet size and thickness. It gives information about small areas only but can be used in various types
of measurement set-ups including conductivity and nanoindentation on a single graphene sheet. With
SEM, larger areas or structures can be studied. Some SEM instruments may also use an energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy technique (EDX) to record elemental spectrum of the investigated
material. The EDX is less sensitive than XPS and shows only the amount of elements but gives no
information about their chemical environment. TEM requires thin samples but the measurements
suffer somewhat from the transparency of graphene sheets. In the selected area diffraction (SAED)
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mode TEM can map the atoms in graphene materials and reveal the number of graphene layers or
defects within the sheets.
3.1.1. Specialised Characterisation Techniques Used in This Work
Many of the characterisation methods mentioned in previous chapter were used also in this work and
in the publications included (Papers I-V). Papers III, IV and V focus on the electrochemical reduction
of GO and, especially, the in situ spectroelectrochemical methods in Paper III and Paper V required
some specialised setups for spectral recording. Generally, spectroelectrochemical methods allow a
precise control of the state of the material through applied potential while, simultaneously, the
spectrum of the material can be measured. However, the experimental configurations of the
measurement systems in spectroelectrochemistry may be complicated, and can have a deteriorating
influence on the spectral and electrochemical signals. Furthermore, a spectral interference caused by
electrolytes is possible. In Paper III, surface enhanced infrared spectroscopy (SEIRAS) and surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) are used in the in situ mode. In Paper V, both traditional
Raman spectroscopy and SERS were used together with in situ IR spectroscopy but the latter without
the surface enhancement. For the IR methods, with and without surface enhancement, a Kretschmann
–type attenuated total reflection (ATR) configuration was used. The basic experimental arrangements
used in these measurements are presented in Fig. 5 and described in more detail below.

Figure 5. In situ setups of (left) single reflection ATR, (middle) SEIRAS and (right) SERS measurements used
in this work. SEIRAS and ATR utilise Kretschmann type geometry. All the cells have golden working
electrodes, Pt-wire for auxiliary electrode and Ag/AgCl pseudo-reference electrode for electrochemistry.

The modified Kretschmann type setup consists of an internal reflection element (a silicon half cylinder
in Paper III and a ZnSe hemisphere in Paper V), which is covered with a thin layer of metal, such as
gold. Due to the shape of the reflection element, the angle of the incoming radiation can be varied.
The Kretschmann geometry is normally used in the surface plasmon resonance technique, in which
the alignment of the IR beam is highly important in order to generate the plasmon resonance.
However, this work did not make use of the surface plasmon resonance and the Kretschmann
geometry was used in single reflection ATR type measurements only. In attenuated total reflection
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infrared spectroscopy, the IR beam enters the internal reflection element with an angle of incidence
higher than the critical angle, resulting in the total reflection of the IR beam. If a material with a
suitable refractive index is placed on the surface, where the total reflection occurs, an evanescent
wave is created in the coating material. This coating can itself be a sample material or, like in our
case, a thin gold layer covered with a sample. Because the evanescent wave does not extend deep into
the layer covering the reflection element, the underlying gold layer between sample and the element
must be very thin.
If the surface enhancement effect is wanted in the IR or Raman measurements, special attention must
be paid to the electrode surface. The surface enhancement is achieved in SERS and SEIRAS by using
a rough gold surface, which is formed electrochemically and by chemical deposition of gold
nanoparticles, respectively. Suitable surface roughness, i.e. particle size, is determined by the
excitation wavelength and material used. The surface enhancement effect is especially strong in SERS
but is also significant enough in SEIRAS to enable both techniques to study monomolecular layers on
the electrode surface.
In situ surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy was performed using electrochemically roughened gold
electrodes and an in-house built electrochemical cell. The electrochemical roughening process of the
gold electrode has been reported elsewhere.[120] The sample deposited on the gold electrode is
excited through a glass window using a 1064 nm Nd:YAG Raman laser and the backscattered signal is
recorded by a germanium detector (Fig. 5). In dispersive Raman measurements, a laser with 514 nm
excitation was used instead.
3.2. Analysis of Our Graphene Materials
In this work, we prepared graphene materials using various techniques. Paper I focuses on mechanical
exfoliation of graphene from natural graphite. Other papers, Paper II, III, IV and V, are dealing with
reduction of graphene oxide. In the chronologically first publication, Paper III, we used GO which
was produced in Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. They used SP-1 natural graphite (Bay
Carbon) and oxidised it using a modified Hummers method, which included a pre-oxidation step. For
the other publications dealing with GO, Paper II, IV and V, we prepared GO in our laboratory. We
used natural graphite from Alfa Aesar (mesh 325) and another version of the modified Hummers
method. In Paper I, the same natural graphite powder was used as in Papers II, IV and V.
The synthesis of the Singaporean GO was adopted from a publication of Kovtyukhova et al. [121] and
used in a slightly modified way [122]. In their GO synthesis, graphite powder was pre-oxidised in
sulphuric acid with K2S2O8 and P2O5. The pre-oxidised GO was then oxidised with a modified version
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of the Hummers method, in which NaNO3 was not used. In this secondary synthesis, only KMnO4 in
sulphuric acid was used as an oxidant. Unfortunately, we had only limited characterisation data about
this material and we could not comprehensively compare it to our own GO. Based on the data and
knowledge we have, the differences are not substantial, and most likely, consist of slight differences in
oxidation level. The main oxidant, KMnO4, was used for both GO synthesis and most likely produces
rather similar functional group distributions in both cases.
For our own GO synthesis, we used a down-scaled version of the modified Hummers method
suggested by Hirata et al. [58]. This version of the Hummers method uses the same mutual ratios of
H2SO4, KMnO4 and NaNO3 than the original Hummers method[53] but twice the amount of graphite
and considerably longer reaction time. The reactants and their amounts in the original and modified
Hummers method are listed in Table 1. In the modified synthesis route, graphite, sodium nitrate and
concentrated sulphuric acid are mixed together in an ice bath. The mixture is then stirred in the ice
bath and potassium permanganate is slowly added to it. The mixture is then slowly let to warm up to
room temperature and kept stirred for five days. Then diluted sulphuric acid is added to the mixture.
Finally, excess permanganate is consumed by addition of hydrogen peroxide and the GO mixture is
centrifuged. We developed a purification method where the precipitate is purified by repeated
dispersion in distilled water and centrifugation. After the pH of the GO mixture is slightly raised the
purification is finished with extensive dialysis. The GO is dialysed against distilled water in a
cellulose dialysis tube with a molecular weight cut off of 3500 Da.
Table 1. The amounts of reagents in original Hummers method[53] and modified Hummers method used in
this Thesis work. The modified Hummers method is a down-scaled version of a method by Hirata et al. [58]
Method

m(Graphite)

V(conc. H2SO4)

m(KMnO4)

m(NaNO3)

Hummers

100 g

2.3 l

300 g

50 g

Modified Hummers

2g

68 ml

9g

1.5 g

In order to give as accurate information as possible about our experiments with GO, the GO used in
Papers II, IV and V will be analysed next. This is because the properties of the starting GO material
have a huge effect on the produced RGO.
According to the XRD measurements on the pristine natural graphite (Alfa Aesar, mesh 325), there is
a single 2θ peak at 26.55 degree corresponding to a basal plane reflection of graphite, which indicates
an interlayer distance of 0.344 nm. This is close to the expected value of 0.335 nm. For graphene
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oxide the basal reflection is shifted to 11.4 degree, indicating an interlayer spacing of 0.779 nm
between the GO sheets.
By using another other X-ray technique, XPS, graphene used in this work was shown to consist of
carbon and oxygen only, with only negligible sulphur impurities (Fig. 6). The most significant
features in the survey spectrum correspond to signals from oxygen 1s, at ca 533 eV, and carbon 1s at
ca 285 eV. Deconvolution of the spectra could not be reliably done in case of oxygen due to multiple
overlapping bands, but for carbon the signals attributed to C=C/C-C (284.8 eV), C-O (286.9 eV), C=O
(288.0 eV), and O-C=O (289.0 eV) bonds could be identified. The π-π* satellite might also slightly
contribute to the peak at 289.0 eV. Figure 6c shows that, in the C 1s spectrum of GO, the oxygen
connected carbons dominate. The approximate fractions of the various carbon types are 44.5 %, 45.4
%, 7.7 % , and 2.4 % for the C=C or C-C bonded, C-O bonded, C=O bonded and O-C=O bonded
carbon atoms, respectively. The total C/O ratio of our GO was 2.3, which is well in accordance with
typical GO, although representing a slightly lower oxidation level than typically in permanganate
oxidised graphene oxide.

Figure 6. XPS results of GO with survey spectrum of whole range (left), oxygen 1s (middle) and carbon 1s
spectrum with fitted C=C, C=O, O-C=O and C-O (right). [Paper II]

The functional groups of graphene oxide can also be seen with IR spectroscopy (Fig. 7). Various
carbonyl groups show a stretching vibration peak at 1740 cm-1, accompanied by a shoulder at 1820
cm-1. Intact C=C bonds have a weak stretching vibration at approx. 1570 cm-1, which is strongly
overlapped by the bending vibrations of adsorbed water molecules at 1620 cm -1. When GO is reduced
it becomes hydrophobic and the C=C structure partially restored, which makes the C=C vibration
dominant in this region. The range of spectrum between 1500 and 1000 cm-1 contains several different
C-O vibrations. The first (1380 cm-1) of the three main peaks originates from bending vibrations of
hydroxyl groups or carbonates of GO.[62] The second peak at 1240 cm -1 could be due to either
epoxides[123] or phenols[62]. The last of the three peaks belongs to C-O vibrations but also to C-C
stretching vibrations of the possible sp3 carbons. The huge broad vibration band above 3000 cm-1
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consists of O-H vibrations (peaks around 3300 and 3600 cm-1) of the hydroxyl groups, as well as those
of intercalated and free water molecules (producing very broad bands). Sometimes a more detailed
interpretation of the vibration bands of GO is performed in order to fit the results better to some of the
structural models of GO.

Figure 7. IR (above) and Raman (below) spectra of GO. IR spectrum was measured from freeze-dried GO in
KBr pellet and Raman spectrum from thin GO film deposited on gold using 514 nm Raman laser.

Our graphene oxide exhibits the traditional D band at 1350 cm-1 and the G band at 1605 cm-1 in its
Raman spectrum (Fig. 7). The G band hides also a weak D’ band which, like the D band, originates
from defect sites. A broad band between 2400 and 3300 cm-1 can also be seen in the spectrum, with
tree individual peaks assigned to the 2D (G’) at 3200 cm-1, D+D’ at 2930 cm-1 and 2G at 3200 cm-1
modes. These represent sum or multiple modes of the original G, D and D’ bands. The UV-Vis
spectral analysis of GO showed only a single band at 230 nm, corresponding to a π-π* transition, and
a shoulder from n-π* transition at 300 nm, as expected.
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Figure 8. Diagrams based on AFM measurements show the size distribution of GO particles based on total area
and number of particles.

The GO used in most of our work consists of mainly small GO sheets. Over 94 % of the GO particles
are less than 1 µm2 in size and only few sheets larger than 3 µm2 exist. However, the small sheets (< 1
µm2) represent only approximately 60 % of the total surface area of the material. In the AFM images,
individual sheets can be clearly distinguished and some overlapping or folding of the sheets seen. The
thickness of the sheets on a silicon substrate is close to 1 nm, which is typical for a value of a single
sheet in AFM measurements.

Figure 9. AFM image of GO shows clearly the single GO sheets and in the profile view 1
nm steps can be observed when moving from substrate to single, bi- or tri-layer GO sheets.
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To conclude, we have used natural graphite for the direct exfoliation to graphene and for the
preparation of graphene oxide. The GO produced in our laboratory consists of mainly GO sheets with
a lateral size less than one micrometre and the C/O ratio of 2.3. Significant impurities could not be
found in GO.
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In the following chapters, natural graphite is used in various ways to produce graphene and graphene
based materials.
4.1. Mechanically Exfoliated Graphene
Mechanically exfoliated single layer graphene and few layer graphene sheets are usually prepared by
sonicating graphite and adsorbate molecules in water. We originally adopted our technique from the
solubilisation of carbon nanotubes with same technique and under similar conditions.[36] In this
technique, we used additional mechanical mixing of the two compounds before sonication. To do this,
graphite powder and the adsobate were grounded with mortar and pestle about 10 to 15 min. After
sonication in water for one hour with a tip sonicator, the unsoluble precipitate was separated and the
produced exfoliated water-dispersed graphene was purified from excess adsorbate using dialysis. As
the adsorbates we selected a variety of different ionic organic molecules and a few ionic polymers
(Fig. 10) that all have previously been used to solubilise other carbon materials. In addition to the
molecules shown in figure 10, also Gum Arabic (GA), a natural mixture of saccharides and
glycoproteins, was used.

Figure 10. Molecular structures of adsorbates used to solubilise graphene sheets. Molecular adsorbants were
numbered from 1 to 6 and abbreviations PSS and PEI were used for polystyrenesulfonate and
polyethyleneimine, respectively.

The formed adsorbate/graphene composites, marked as G-1, G-2 and so on, were then characterized.
Concentrations of graphene or few layer graphene were calculated from UV-Vis spectra using
absorptivity values of α(660 nm) = 24.60 ml mg-1 cm-1 and α(900 nm) = 28.0 ml mg-1 cm-1, the former
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based on the literature[33] and the latter on our estimation using reduced graphene oxide. The
concentration values were not especially high, varying between 0.006 and 0.048 mg/ml but are typical
for this kind of technique, as discussed in chapter 1.3. Although there was not a clear correlation
between the particle zeta potential and the composite concentration, anionic solubilisers performed
generally better than the cationic ones. Higher concentrations should be possible to achieve with the
selected adsorbates by careful optimisation of concentrations, sonication time and power[34,35], or
using other improved exfoliation techniques discussed earlier. While the produced composite material
does not generally contain much single layer graphene, there is often a significant fraction of few
layer graphene present (Table 2). Especially, molecule 5, taurodeoxycholic acid, produced mainly few
layer graphene and a large fraction of single layer graphene. Polymeric adsorbates, on the other hand,
form generally larger and more spherical structures than the molecular ones.
Table 2. Graphene concentrations, zeta potentials and sheet thickness fractions of graphene based composites.
Composite Concentration (mg/ml) Zeta potential (mV) Fraction of sheet thickness (%) c

a

660 nm a

900 nm b

G-1

0.024

0.019

G-2

0.012

G-3

< 2 nm

< 5 nm

-35

10

36

0.009

+20

n/a

n/a

0.008

0.006

+25

33

70

G-4

0.020

0.015

-34

7

17

G-5

0.023

0.018

-42

65

90

G-6

~0.012

0.008

-13

2

9

G-GA

0.026

0.022

-27

n/a

n/a

G-PEI

0.021

0.017

+58

14

46

G-PSS

0.057

0.048

-53

n/a

n/a

-1

-1

Based on α(660 nm) = 24.60 ml mg cm

b

Estimated based on α(900 nm) = 28.0 ml mg-1 cm-1 for RGO

c

Areal fractions based on AFM measurements.

The UV-Vis spectra also revealed that, in many cases, the absorbance bands of the adsorbates on the
graphene surface were slightly red or blue shifted when compared to free molecules. The bands of
adsorbed aromatic molecules were generally broadened, too. [Paper I] These changes indicate
interactions between graphene sheets and the adsorbate molecules and changes in the interactions
between the adsorbate molecules themselves. The graphene-adsorbate interactions could also be seen
when comparing the luminescence of the aromatic adsorbate molecules. In all cases the luminescence
was quenched on graphene. Molecule 4, 6-amino-4-hydroxynaphthalene-2-sulfonic acid, has a well44
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defined pH dependant luminescence behaviour.[36] The molecule exhibits several emission bands,
including bands at 405 nm and 435 nm, which could be used to monitor the pH dependence. Figure 11
shows how luminescence at 405 nm increases upon the deprotonation of its functional groups, first
around the pKa of the NH3+/NH2 group at pH 3-4 and then at pH 10 corresponding to the pKa of the
OH/O- group. With a free molecule, luminescence at 435 nm increases upon deprotonation of the
NH3+ group but decreases when the OH group is deprotonated. When the molecule is adsorbed on
graphene, the interaction between graphene and the molecule significantly changes the luminescence
behaviour, especially by pushing the deprotonation of the OH group several pH-units further into the
alkaline range. This implies significant interactions between the oxygen group and the graphene sheet,
which act as an electron acceptor and donor, respectively. Because naphthalene has a relatively small
aromatic structure, the π-π interactions between graphene and the molecule are weak, highlighting the
role of the OH group as a binder between the molecule and graphene. Specifically, this demonstrates a
relatively rare occasion, in which the interaction of a molecule with the graphene surface could be
experimentally observed and attributed to a chemically specific process.

Figure 11. Comparison of luminescence intensities at 405 nm (solid square) and 435 nm (solid
sphere) of free compound 4 and composite G-4 (hollow square and sphere) as a function of pH.
[Paper I]
These composite materials show similar properties to other graphene/adsorbate composites, including
similar concentration and stability as well as quenched luminescence and other interactions between
the adsorbate and graphene. The new adsorbates widen the range of suitable solubilisers for graphene
even further and, therefore, allow better tailoring of possible applications.
4.2. Chemical Reduction of GO with Vanadium (III) and (IV)
Although the mechanical preparation methods for graphene materials are getting a foothold, they are
still less used than chemical routes using graphene oxide. GO can be produced in large amounts using
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a multiple of relatively dangerous reaction routes and GO is probably a more versatile material to use.
It can be dried and further redispersed, spin coated, sprayed or printed on surfaces, and is soluble in
several polar solvents. The chemical reduction of GO is the dominant method and hydrazine is the
most popular but not the most efficient reducing agent for GO. The properties of hydrazine-reduced
GO are good enough for many applications, which, along with the tradition and all the available
research data, explains its popularity. New reducing agents with as good or higher reduction efficiency
are constantly reported but most of them have some limitations. One of the other reducing agents is
vanadium in its V(III) and V(IV) oxidation levels. As a matter of fact, V(II) would be an even better
reductant but it is highly reactive, which makes its use for GO reduction difficult. We found that
vanadium(III) is as efficient a reducing agent as hydrazine [Paper II], but will not probably widely
replace this toxic and explosive reductant because it is somewhat toxic heavy metal compound itself.
What makes vanadium desirable is that it may be combined with energy storage devices, such as
redox flow batteries[124], lithium ion batteries[125,126], where it has already been used together with
graphene sheets.
After an accidental discovery of the reduction capability of VCl3 we run a series of experiments in
order to understand and test its effect. It was found out that 1.0 mg/ml aqueous GO solution could be
reduced with millimolar scale VCl3 concentrations at temperatures close to 100 °C within 45 minutes.
Exposing the GO solution to 20 mM VCl3 showed that the reduction took place already at only
slightly elevated temperatures (Fig 12.) The XPS results indicate that the most significant oxygen
functionality loss occurs around 35 °C and slowly reaches a stable level around 80-100 °C. Figure 12b
displays the detailed C 1s spectrum of a GO sample reduced at 95 °C, showing a dominant C=C/C-C
peak but a still clearly visible C-O peak. The C/O atomic ratio for this material was measured to be
4.0 compared to 2.3 of GO. Conductivity measurements of the GO films reduced under similar
conditions proved also the recovery of the aromatic network of GO at low temperatures, although at
slightly higher than indicated by the XPS measurements. This could be explained by the difference in
the sample geometry, which was a packed film on a substrate in the former and an aqueous dispersion
with large surface area in the latter. In addition, vanadium was almost completely removed from RGO
after washing. Only about 0.005 vanadium atoms were left behind per one carbon atom, the only
vanadium species seen in the XPS spectra being vanadium pentoxide, V 2O5. The UV-Vis
measurements revealed that the reaction solution contained predominantly V(IV) and V(V) species
after the reduction. During the reduction V(III) turns quite rapidly into V(IV), which then slowly
disproportionates to V(III) and V(V).
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Figure 12. Relative fractions of total carbons based on XPS measurements of RGO samples reduced
with V(III) at different temperatures (a). XPS C 1s spectrum of RGO reduced with 20 mM V(III) at
95°C. [Paper II]
The redox potential of V(III)/V(IV) pair should not be cathodic enough, compared to electrochemical
measurements, to reduce GO under the conditions used. However, GO is well reduced upon exposure
to V(III). A strong tendency of vanadium, especially V(IV) and V(V) species, to form oxygen
complexes is in key role in the reaction between vanadium ions and GO. In addition, the reported
reduction potentials for GO vary widely in literature and the generally used highly cathodic potentials
in the electrochemical reduction of GO may represent a high cathodic overpotential required and not
the thermodynamic redox potentials involved in reduction. However, more mysterious is the reduction
by V(IV), which is not a reducing agent at all. As described above, V(IV) was slowly turning into
V(V) during the reduction. This V(V) generation takes place via the disproportionation reaction of
V(IV), in which reaction both V(V) and V(III) are created. The reaction equilibrium is highly
unfavourable for this reaction, but the reaction of the V(III) with GO probably drives the reaction.
In order to compare V(III) with other a reducing agents we chose hydrazine as “the standard reducing
agent”, and Ti(III), which has similar properties to V(III), including the formal redox potential of the
Ti(IV)/Ti(III) pair. All these reducing agents were used under the same reaction conditions as V(III),
i.e., 20 mM aqueous solution, 45 min reduction time at 95 °C. Titanium trichloride has been used in
several publications to reduce GO quite efficiently to RGO. The most significant difference between
Ti(III) and V(III) is that titanium forms insoluble oxides, therefore, creating RGO/TiO 2 composites,
whereas vanadium oxides are all generally soluble in water. This difference could be seen already
with a naked eye: V(III)-reduced GO had shiny metallic surface while Ti(III)-reduced GO was
covered with a thick white TiO2 layer and, even after extensive washing, TiO2 was not fully removed
as seen by AFM. In the AFM image, spherical TiO2 particles decorate the whole film (Fig. 13d).
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Figure 13. AFM images from (a) GO film, (b) V(III), (d) Ti(III) and (c) hydrazine –reduced GO films. [Paper
II]

The AFM images reveal that the surface of the V(III)-reduced GO is hardly changed, compared to
original GO. The hydrazine reduced GO shows small-scale wrinkles but is otherwise similar to the
GO film. The RGO films reduced with V(III) and hydrazine exhibited conductivity of the same order
of magnitude and also similar C/O atomic ratio. Upon comparison of the XPS results, especially C 1s
spectra of the three reduced materials, it can be noted that samples reduced with Ti(III) and V(III) are
almost identical, consisting approximately of 70 % carbon-carbon and 30 % carbon-oxygen moieties.
Hydrazine reduced GO, on the other hand, has carbon species distribution of 73.5 % carbon-carbon,
14 % carbon-oxygen and 12.5 % carbon-nitrogen moieties. This indicates a better removal of oxygen
from hydrazine reduced GO but also a strong functionalization with nitrogen. In short, despite its
unknown reduction mechanism, V(III) is an efficient reducing agent, and under mild temperatures and
low concentrations it is as efficient as Ti(III) and hydrazine. V(III) leaves only trace amounts of V 2O5
in RGO and in many applications these amounts can be neglected. Although V(III) may not be the
best reducing agent for GO, it achieves good enough reduction, comparable to hydrazine, and opens
up new possibilities, especially for energy storage devices.
4.3. Electrochemical Reduction of GO
When graphene oxide is subjected to large enough cathodic potential in an electrochemical system, it
undergoes an irreversible reduction. Similar changes in colour and spectral characteristics and an
increase in conductivity can be observed both in electrochemically reduced GO and in RGO reduced
by other means.[Paper IV] In cyclic voltammetric experiments typically a single reduction peak can
be seen. For thin GO films this peak is observed only at the first cycle as the whole film is reduced
during the single cathodic sweep. The reduction potential of GO is dependent on solvent or pH of an
aqueous solution. In neutral aqueous solutions the reduction starts at ca. -0.8 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) and
shifts towards more or less cathodic potentials with higher or lower pH, respectively (Fig. 14).[Paper
III and IV] The change of pH could also have some effect on the structure of GO itself. Especially
highly basic environment promotes the breaking of some of the functional groups in graphene oxide
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or cause the removal of the oxidation debris. This generally requires highly basic conditions and
elevated temperature [73,74] or prolonged reaction time[80].

Figure 14. Cyclic voltammograms of the GO reduction (first two cycles) at pH 2 and 12. Scan direction and the
main reduction peaks of GO are indicated with arrows. (Conditions: 0.1 M aqueous phosphate buffer, working
electrode a fluorine doped tin oxide glass) [Paper IV]

In situ spectroelectrochemical measurements are a valuable tool for monitoring changes in spectra
during electrochemical processes. In aqueous solutions at neutral pH, the electrochemical reduction of
GO was monitored in situ with the SEIRAS and SERS techniques [Paper III]. In the SEIRAS
measurements, an increase in intensity of the C=C vibration band and changes in the OH group
vibrations took place after -0.8 V, whereas no significant changes occurred at less cathodic potentials.
In situ SERS measurements followed the same trend than SEIRAS, showing that the shift of the G
band towards lower wavenumbers, which is related to the restoration of the aromatic network, took
place in the same potential range. Similar changes in the G band position has been reported earlier for
GO reduced chemically, electrochemically and thermally.[127-129]
High pH values in aqueous solution shift the potential window and the reduction peak towards more
cathodic potentials but, at the same time, allow a more effective reduction than at lower pH. [Paper
IV] Upon reduction of GO at potentials corresponding to the reduction peak in voltammograms at
either pH 2 or 12 (i.e., close to -0.8 V or -1.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl, respectively), some differences can be
seen in the IR spectra. In the IR spectrum of GO reduced at -0.8 V at pH 2, oxygen-containing
functional groups, such as ketonic and hydroxyl groups, are still clearly seen. If the reduction takes
place at pH 12 the features attributed to these same groups are less evident and the spectrum begins to
resemble the featureless IR spectrum of graphene. Only the C=C and some hydroxyl related vibrations
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are left in the spectrum. The elemental analysis performed with EDX indicates that GO (C/O ratio of
1.37) is reduced further at the more cathodic potentials required at pH 12 (C/O = 4.10) than at those
potentials used at pH 2 (C/O = 3.37).
The potential window can only be manipulated within certain limits in aqueous solutions, while
certain organic solvents provide significantly larger potential windows. Examples of such solvents are,
e.g., acetonitrile (AN), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and propylene carbonate (PC), in which potentials close
to -3.0 V vs. Fc/Fc+ can be achieved. At these extreme potentials some problems were encountered,
including the stability of the transparent fluorine doped tin oxide working electrode in acetonitrile
[Paper IV] and side reactions of tetrahydrofuran and the electrolyte salt [Paper V]. Nevertheless, GO
behaved similarly in CV measurements in all these organic solvents as in aqueous solutions,
exhibiting a single peak during the first cathodic potential sweep. The reduction peaks for the GO
films on gold were in the range between -1.9 and -2.3 V (vs. Fc/Fc+), the least and most cathodic
values referring to acetonitrile and propylene carbonate, respectively.[Paper V]

Figure 15. Left; cyclic voltammograms of the reduction of a monolayer of GO (solid line) and the bare
electrode (dashed line). An arrow indicates the scan direction at 50 mV/s scanning rate. (Conditions: 0.1 M
tetraethylammonium tetrafluorophosphate in PC, working electrode fluorine doped tin oxide glass) Right; the
IR spectra of GO and reduced GO in AN and PC, with the corresponding reduction potentials (vs. Fc/Fc+).
Arrows indicate peaks attributed to the groups shown in the figure.[Paper IV]

Ex situ IR measurements of GO films reduced in PC at the potential of the reduction peak and at -3.0
V (vs. Fc/Fc+) indicate that changes continue after the reduction peak in the voltammogram. In the
spectra (Fig. 15), the C=C vibration began to dominate over the vibrations attributable to, e.g., the OH
and C=O groups. The strong C=C band was also present in the spectra of GO reduced in acetonitrile at
the highest cathodic potential possible. Furthermore, a significantly weaker signature of intercalated
water is seen in the RGO films reduced in organic solvents than in those reduced in aqueous solutions.
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In order to obtain deeper insight into the reduction process, in situ measurements were introduced also
in organic solvents.[Paper V] AN, PC and THF were selected as solvents due to their wide
electrochemical potential windows, especially at the cathodic side. Acetonitrile interfered less than the
other two solvents with the spectroscopic measurements and enabled an excellent monitoring of the
spectral changes of GO. In the CV of GO in acetonitrile, the reduction peak was observed at -1.86 V
with the onset potential at ca. -1.25 V (vs. Fc/Fc+). A small prepeak was seen at ca. -1 V but its origin
could not be reliably assigned to GO. The overall Faradaic current started slowly to grow around -0.8
V. For in situ Raman measurements two instruments were used for comparison, a FT-Raman with
NIR excitation at 1064 nm for SERS and a dispersive Raman with excitation at 514 nm for normal
Raman spectroscopy. In the SERS measurements a self-assembled GO monolayer was used instead of
a thin film. The main focus was on the changes of the G band position. In both measurements, a clear
evidence of a downshift of the G band between -0.5 and -1.0 V (vs. Fc/Fc+) can be seen. (Fig. 16) The
G band then stabilises between -1.0 and -1.5 V in both cases. This observed downshift is irreversible
indicating permanent structural changes in GO during these reduction potentials. In the case of thicker
GO film (λex = 514 nm), the downshift continues at more extreme cathodic potentials. This change is,
however, reversible and, at open circuit or upon switching the potential back to the initial value, the G
band shifts back to the same position it was after the initial irreversible decrease in wavenumber. For
this reason only the irreversible change can be related to structural changes, mainly restoration of C=C
bonds, in GO. The difference in G band changes between the two measurements might be caused by
different measurement techniques, or by the apparent peak position changes due to the wavelength
dependant D’ band lying underneath the G band.

Figure 16. G band position changes during in situ electrochemical reduction of GO in acetonitrile. SERS (left)
measurements (FT-Raman, λex = 1064 nm) on a single layer GO and dispersive (right) Raman measurements
(λex = 514 nm) on thin GO film. (Conditions: 0.1 M LiPF6 in acetonitrile, working electrode: Au) [Paper V]

CV and in situ Raman measurements of GO monolayer in propylene carbonate showed two stages at
GO reduction. In the voltammogram (Fig. 17) Faradaic current increases between -1.0 and -1.5 V (vs.
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Fc/Fc+) peaking at -1.54 V. There is also second peak at -2.7 V with a shoulder at -2.2 V. The SERS
measurements of the GO monolayer show also two different phases for the G band around the same
potentials (Fig. 17). In SERS, the first downshift of G band starts around -0.7 V and levels between 1.2 and -1.7 V. The second downshift takes place at -1.8 V and levels after -2.0 V. The first reduction
peak in CV and the shoulder in second peak correspond to the changes seen in G band, although the
potentials in CV are shifted to more cathodic due to kinetic nature of CV versus steady potentials in
Raman. These observed G band position changes are irreversible as were the changes in AN. The
second peak in CV and the reversible changes after -2.5 V in G band position are unrelated to the
reduction of GO.

Figure 17. CV of monolayer GO (first and second cycle) on the left. (Conditions: 0.1 M LiPF6 in PC, working
electrode Au.) G band position changes in SERS measurements during in situ electrochemical reduction of GO
monolayer in PC.

In situ IR experiment in AN shows significant changes in the vibration bands corresponding to the COH groups above 3000 cm-1, the C=O groups at 1750 and 1820 cm-1 and the C=C at 1579 cm-1. (Fig.
18) The greatest changes occurred around -1.3 V (vs. Fc/Fc+), and they level off before -2.0 V. At
potentials less cathodic than -1.0 V the spectral changes are weaker, although they started around -0.5
V. During the electrochemical reduction of GO, a C=C related band shows a significant increase
indicating the restoration of the aromatic graphene structure. At the same time, the intensity of
vibrations belonging to keto groups decrease. The C-OH groups in GO show changes as the band of
closely located OH groups at 3370 cm-1 is decreasing and band corresponding to isolated OH groups
at 3610 cm-1 is increased.[95] This also clearly indicates the removal of oxygen-containing groups
from the material. The spectral region below 1500 cm-1 contains multiple closely located OH and C-O
vibrations and some vibrations from electrolyte, making this region too complicated to be analysed in
detail.
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Figure 18. In situ FTIR spectral changes during electrochemical reduction of GO film in acetonitrile, compared
to the spectrum at starting potential of -0.225 V (vs. Fc/Fc+). The changes in the intensity of the various
functional groups as well as C=C vibration are plotted as function of applied potential. (Conditions: 0.1 M
LiPF6 in acetonitrile, working electrode: Au) [Paper V]

Reduction of GO in THF resembled that of a reduction in acetonitrile. The G band shifts towards
smaller wavenumbers and levels off before -1.2 V (vs. Fc/Fc+), after which the electrolyte instability
at more cathodic potentials complicate the interpretation of the results. In situ infrared measurements
were also very similar to changes in acetonitrile. In summary, in situ Raman and IR measurements
showed that GO film undergoes an irreversible change during the electrochemical reduction in all
investigated organic solvents. The changes in G band mainly correspond to structural recovery of
aromatic network, but also reflect the changes occurring near the aromatic domains. In IR, the
removal of various functional groups can be seen taking place, with no clear evidence between the
evolutions of various functional groups during the reduction. Simultaneously to the removal of the
functional groups, the recovery of aromatic carbon structures can be seen. Because the irreversible
changes occurred within the potential window of the solvents, the required potentials for the reduction
of GO film in these solvents could be estimated from the IR and Raman results. The changes in
spectroscopies could also be, to some extent, linked to the reduction processes seen in CV
measurements.
Based on the electrochemical experiments, GO can easily be reduced in various organic solvents or in
aqueous solutions. The reduction potentials, at which the reduction starts, are dependent on the
medium but in all cases, the more cathodic the used reduction potential the better the reduction as was
seen in Paper IV. This is especially true for aqueous solutions, which have a limited electrochemical
potential window. On the other hand, in organic solvents a limiting potential for the reduction can be
reached, after which no irreversible changes occur in the spectra. Electrochemistry offers an
interesting alternative to GO reduction, which could be especially useful in applications, such as solar
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cells and chemical sensors, in which conductive polymers can be polymerised and GO reduced, both
electrochemically.
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5. Conclusions
In this work, existing techniques, together with a few new or modified methods, were used to prepare
graphene based materials. A mechanical exfoliation technique with novel adsorbate molecules was
used to prepare water-soluble graphene/adsorbate-composites. Strong π-π –interactions as well as
donor/acceptor-interactions played a key role in the success of the adsorbates to solubilise graphene
sheets.
Graphene oxide is a common starting point for graphene based materials and it is usually reduced with
reducing agents, such as hydrazine, in order to recover the aromatic structure. In this work, we
discovered that vanadium at oxidation states III and IV was able to reduce GO, despite that V(III) is a
rather weak reducing agent and V(IV) is not a reducing agent at all. This was attributed to the strong
affinity of vanadium(III) towards oxygen and, in case of V(IV), to its disproportionation reaction. The
reduction using vanadium(III) was efficient already at mild temperatures and the RGO formed was
comparable to that reduced using hydrazine or Ti(III).
Spectroelectrochemical investigations on the GO reduction showed that it is a complex process.
Electrochemical reduction can be achieved easily in aqueous solutions but also in some organic
solvents. The required reduction potential depends on environment and can be manipulated, e.g., by
pH in aqueous solutions. The in situ spectroelectrochemical measurements were able to link the
spectral changes in the Raman and infrared spectra to the observed electrochemical behaviour.
This Thesis brings new information about the chemical and electrochemical methods for the graphene
oxide reduction, as well as broadens the adsorbate selection for mechanically exfoliated graphenes and
gives insight into the adsorbate-graphene interactions.
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